“Whether you are interested
in the arts or sciences,
the manufacturing field
offers opportunities to use
many different skills. A
manufacturing career requires
knowledge over a wide
spectrum of disciplines.”

Diana Peters, executive director of the Symbol Training Institute
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As Diana Peters says,
manufacturing touches every
aspect of life; but the people,
and the women in particular,
behind it are facing a shifting
industrial landscape.
“Manufacturers are the
innovators of tomorrow.
They are changing the
way we live, interact
and work every day.
A manufacturing
professional produces
the physical counter-part
of an idea conceived in
one's mind.”

Doctors, lawyers, politicians,
business executives and
even high-tech companies
have witnessed women
breaking the glass ceiling.
But in one industry, even
with a storied history, the
steel ceiling remains. The
manufacturing industry,
essential to the world’s
economy and daily life, has
great strides to make up in
the fight for women’s equality.
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WOMEN ONLY MAKE UP 27%
OF THE MANUFACTURING LABOR POOL
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It is quite common for no
women to be represented on
the manufacturing floor, or in
executive positions. Even one
is a rarity. It also holds true for
technical training academies;
responsible for producing the
next generation of workers in
the field.
As manufacturing moves
towards a technology-centric
model, the skills gap will
widen. However, the solution is
staring the industry in the face.
What used to be, and is still
thought of as, a male-centric
business is becoming a more
gender-neutral environmenttt.

It is the responsibility of industry influencers to
adjust attitudes about the way women view
and work in manufacturing.

The CNC machine manufacturing
world is poised to become a leader
in welcoming and encouraging
women to enter the industry.
Running a CNC machine takes skill, patience
and dedication: qualities both men and
women can apply to any job.
To bridge both
the skills and gender gap,
the industry faces a battle
with decades of entrenched
beliefs. However, not to
acknowledge the potential role of
women in manufacturing would
be far more devastating than
reshaping an outdated
tradition.
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A MAN’S JOB BECOMES
A WOMAN’S WORLD
Perhaps the most famous woman in manufacturing,
even to this day, is the iconic “Rosie the Riveter.”

36%

27%

Rosie was the image of a woman who joined the
manufacturing workforce during World War II in the
United States when men vacated factory jobs to join
the military.
Rosie represented the millions of women who worked
in factories, in manufacturing plants and other jobs
previously thought to only be fit for men.

1945

1947

WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE
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Manufacturing once again became a man’s
job and a man’s world, even though women
had proved they could handle labor-intensive,
physically-demanding work.
But as wartime needs dissipated, societal
standards in most cultures continued to dictate
that men work most jobs. Even today, some
cultural ideals maintain that a woman’s place is
in the home.
Take Japan for example. In a country that values
education and modernity, only 49% of women
of working age have jobs. This is due to a deep
cultural bias toward mothers staying home with
children.

The lowest numbers of working women in the world are in places with strong conservative
beliefs and prejudices against women, such as Iran, Iraq, Jordan and Saudi Arabia.
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However, in places where manufacturing is a booming business, the need for women is becoming more pronounced.
Even as the gap of working women gets smaller because of numerous efforts to close it, manufacturing still suffers from
a deficiency of female employees. This may be due to its rooted cultivation as a man’s industry, as the manufacturing
base moved from the west to other countries, like India and China, who disproportionately hired men. That trend
continues even as the labor force lacks the necessary skillset.
"After companies discovered it’s not as costeffective to move operations overseas, the jobs
are now moving back to the United States and we
have a lack of skilled workers,” said Diana Peters
of the Symbol Training Institute in Skokie, Illinois.
“We also have to think about the generation of
workers who will be retiring soon."

The Manufacturing Institute predicts that 2 million of the nearly 3.5 million
manufacturing jobs being generated in the next decade will go unfilled.
Manufacturing remains one of the least female-influenced industries, just behind higher government, technology,
construction, logging and mining. A National Women’s Law Center 2013 report also revealed that as the manufacturing
industry made gains in employment after the economic downturn, women were still missing from the equation.
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CNC MACHINES PROVIDE A BLANK CANVAS FOR WOMEN WORKERS
The gap of women in manufacturing might be glaring, but this does not diminish the realities and satisfaction that women
working in today’s industry experience, including those in the CNC machining environment.
Each year, Women in Manufacturing, an organization dedicated to supporting, promoting, and inspiring women in the
industry, compiles telling statistics of the current state of women in manufacturing.
Of the women currently working the manufacturing sector:
have children at home

78%

have a bachelor’s
degree or higher

35%

believe the industry offers
multiple roles for women

82%

agree manufacturing
offers interesting and
challenging work

74%

50%

agree the industry offers
good compensation
and opportunities for
job growth
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A CNC operator’s job includes monitoring machines and control panels, determining the setup of
machines, programming the machine’s controllers, use of tools on the machine and by hand, calculating
machine data and output, correcting machine errors, removing and measuring finished products and
maintaining and replacing machine tools. Regardless of gender, these tasks require a focused individual.

Lisa Kingsbury, a CNC Esprit machine
programmer and tool crib manager at G3
Industries in Kronenwetter, Wisconsin, and a
Women in Manufacturing member, entered
the CNC machine industry initially to change
careers and support her five kids. However,
she grew fascinated by taking a raw piece of
steel and creating a part by programming and
operating a machine with ideas she generated.

“There are still a
lot of men who don’t want
women in this industry, but
they should reconsider because
women are an asset. Women tend to
have more patience and have an eye
for detail. In my line of work, I have
the patience to look more closely at
parts and dimensions, which is
something that most men can
sometimes overlook.”
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This attention to detail will become important
as the CNC industry moves forward.
Kingsbury predicts manufacturing will
become more automated with more robotics.
“Machinists will excel in computer literacy and
programming,” she said.
Machining technology innovation demands
a refocusing of the labor force. “The need
for skilled labor is always at the forefront of
the industry because of the ever-growing
technology,” continues Peters. “Companies
are concentrating on getting parts out the
door every day, but they should think about
long-term plans to find the talent for the
workforce. They need to drop the mentality
of what’s going on only within their four walls.
This is a short-term philosophy."

"...But they should be thinking about who will be running these machines in a decade...”
Diana Peters, executive director of the Symbol Training Institute
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Advancing Through the Negative Stigma
“I’ve only experienced prejudice from outsiders not understanding
what manufacturing is all about,” said Peters. “There still seems
to be a negative stigma about the profession.”

I’m always
trying to prove
myself
Kingsbury, on the other hand, has experienced animosity on
the manufacturing floor as the only woman CNC operator at her
company. “I’m always trying to prove myself,” she said. “I always
have to prove I’m just as good as them, I can do the same things
they can do and I’m as smart as they are. There are times I’ve
made a program, and they will question if it’s good enough.” But
once she runs through her program and shows how it works,
they see the validity of having her in the industry.
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The Women in Manufacturing
survey revealed young women
considering career options
think manufacturing remains
antiquated and sexist. These
women expressed their desire
for jobs with competitive pay
and engaging work, which they
weren’t aware manufacturing
could offer. Given what current
women in the industry believe,
these desires align with what
manufacturing can provide.
The visibility of this information
and the misperception of what
a career in manufacturing can
be are harming the potential
growth of the industry.

The real answer to giving any woman in any country the
opportunity to even consider manufacturing as a job is education.
Enforcing STEAM education in all schools will encourage young
girls to see beyond the archaic picture of manufacturing.
Peters and Kingsbury both agree the way forward is through
educating young people, especially girls, about the opportunities
manufacturing can offer. “We have to start reaching out to girls
at a younger age to encourage them to explore the STEAM
field,” said Peters. “After age 18, minds are usually made up, so
it’s about reaching young people and their parents earlier.” She
started the non-profit organization, Manufacturing NEXT, to bring
awareness of manufacturing as a career path to girls and women
of all ages.
Kingsbury is in the opportune position of being able to tell her
own children about her experiences in manufacturing. “Today I
see kids who want to do jobs at a desk or computer, but there
are still labor-intensive jobs that need to get done and you can be
proud of,” she said. “I encourage my children all the time to think
about a career in this field.”
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Natalie Schilling
a human resources vice
president at Alcoa, the
aluminum manufacturing giant
leading the way for hiring and
retaining a female workforce.

“First, we must reframe perceptions
of traditional manufacturing as
unprogressive and male-dominated, to
high-tech and high-paying, in which both
men and women can, and do, thrive,”

Pride is a valuable aspect of manufacturing jobs for both men and
women. When an employee can see the direct effect of what she
is making is having on the world, whether it’s medical equipment
saving lives or military accessories aiding the troops, she can be
confident her job is making a difference.
People like Peters and organizations like Women in Manufacturing
aim to help women see this connection between a job and having
an impact on the world. However, exposure is just the first step.
To advance the numbers of women in manufacturing, the
opportunities must exist. Giving women the same favorable
circumstances across the industry as they have in other
professional sectors will attract them to manufacturing jobs and
hopefully fill the skills gap.
As women find a place in manufacturing, from the factory floor to
the boardroom, companies will also see positive effects.

A recent study shows that corporations with
women in top leadership roles performed better
financially than those with exclusively men—and
manufacturing is no exception. That fact alone
should help shift the ideals of manufacturing
being a man’s industry to broadening diversity
and helping women take the lead.

Kingsbury, who hopes to be a plant manager one day, said the best thing a woman can do
is stick it out, find support and prove herself.
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“DON’T BE INTIMIDATED.
DON’T GIVE UP ON YOUR DREAMS
AND NEVER GIVE UP.”

Lisa Kingsbury,
a CNC Esprit machine
programmer and tool crib
manager at G3 Industries
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